Abstract-This paper is concerned with the nonstationary linear difference equation
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The object of our attention in the present paper is the linear nonstationary recurrence relation where yo = 1 and X,p E C. In particular, we are interested in examining the conditions for uniform boundedness of { Y~},~~+ and the form of the w-limit set of this sequence.
Equations similar to (1.1) occur in a broad range of applications, e.g., discretization of the pantograph functional-differential equation
where y(0) = 1, a, b, c E Cc [1, 2] and subdivision processes in computer-aided geometric design [3, 4] .
Let rln := mw=1,2,..., n lyel, n E Z+. The sequence {Q~},,~+ being monotone, it follows at once from (1.1) that 77n I ma=&-11, Pbh-~ + %4rl[n~2~} 5 m={l, IAl +2lpl}71,-1, n = 1,2,. . . , hence, uniform boundedness when 1x1 + 214 I 1. This, unfortunately, falls far short of describing correctly the dynamics of (l.l), since considerably larger values of 1x1 and (~1 lead to stable
The author has discussed the subject matter of this paper with B. Baxter (Manchester), M. Buhmann (ETH Ziirich), and Y. Liu (Cambridge) and he is grateful for their constructive remarks. Special thanks are due to C. Micchelli (IBM Yorktown Heights) for hypothesising that the attractor is a probabilistic mixture of Julia sets. respectively. In both cases, ]A/ + 211.~1 exceeds unity but the attractor is bounded-and, incidentally, it appears to be a fractal set. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the investigation of this phenomenon.
In Section 3 is concerned with explicit expansions in the case X = -1 into power series in ~1. These power series provide considerable information about the attracting set. Finally, in Section 4, we establish a connection between the attracting set of (1.1) and probabilistic mixtures of Julia sets.
This connection goes a long way toward explaining the fractal structure, which is evident in 
FOURIER TECHNIQUES
In [l], M. Buhmann and the present author have introduced a technique of proof that, when applied to (l.l), allows us to identify a range of values that bring about asymptotic stability. We commence by letting z, := gn+l -gn, n E Zf. It is easy to derive from (1.1) recurrence relations for { x,}nGz+, namely iT"e'/=~2~logIl-Xei~ldC+o(l), !-_,co, for almost every 8 E [0,27r]. Since IX\ < 1, the integral vanishes, and we deduce that for all f3 E [0,2~] except for a set of measure zero.
An identical estimate can be applied to the numerator, hence, we conclude that
Further, a technical argument ci la [l] demonstrates that the o(1) term is uniformly bounded, except for a set of measure zero, if (2.4) converges for 8 = 0. The latter case reduces to geometric series, and it is easy to see that it converges subject to the condition 2lPl < 11 -4.
(2.5)
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We note for future reference that
There is but a brief step from here toward the conclusion, based on the Cauchy criterion, that (2.4) is dominated almost everywhere by (A + 2~ -1) C,"==, I_L~. Since 1x1 < 1 and (2.5) imply that
Let $ be the Fourier transform of {Y~},~~+. Since THEOREM 1. Subject to 1x1 < 1 and 21~1 < II-XI, the solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable.
Note that, inasmuch as Theorem 1 is, in general, stronger than the uniform boundedness condition 21~1 5 1 -[XI fr om Section 1, it excludes the important case of 1x1 = 1.
THE CASE X = -1
We assume that 0 < 1~1 < 1 and let X = -1 in (1.1). This yields Our goal is to expand each yn into power series in p, Yn = (-l)n + g an,epe, n=O,l,.... Table 1 displays the coefficients a,! for n 5 24 and it, is strongly suggestive of a general pattern. We observe therein that a,,[ E {O,f2} and that the specific value of each coefficient depends on the binary expansion of n. Substitution into (3.1)-(3.2) readily affirms the recurrences a2+l,e + a2n,e = a,-i,e-1 + a,,e_l, a2n,e + a2n+i,e = 2a,,e-1, n = 1,2,. . . , n=O,l,..., e= 1,2,..., where a,,0 = (-l)n, n = O,l,. . . . By induction on n and f!. It is easy to check that (3.5) is correct for C = 1. In general, we assume correctness up to e -1 and commence with (3.3). Let n = 2em + j, C 2 2, where j E {O,l,. . . ) 2e -l}, therefore, n-l = 2em+j-l, 2n-1 = 2e+1m+2j-1 and 2n = 2e+1m+2j. We distinguish among the following seven special cases: l.j E {OJ,... ,2e-2 -l}: Hence, o,,e-1 = 0. Moreover, j -1 E {-1,2,. . . ,2e-2 -2}, consequently a,_i,e-1 = 0. Finally, 2j -1 E { -1,. . . , 2e-1 -3}, hence, a2,+i,e = 0 and it follows from (3.3) that azn,e = 0.
I?=1
2. j = 2e-2: H ence, a,_i,e_i = 0, an,e_i = 2, azn_r,e = 0 and it follows from (3.3) that a2n,e = 2.
3. j E (2e-s + 1,. . . , Zeel -l}: We have a,_i,e_i = a,,e-1 = asn-r,e = 2, hence, azn,e = 2.
4. j = 2e-1: NOW a,_l,e-1 = , 2 &e-l = -2, asn-r,e = 2, consequently asn,e = -2.
5.j~{2~-~+1,...,3~2~-'-1}:
W e h ave a,-i,e-1 = an,e_i = a2n-l,e = -2, thus, apn,e = -2.
6. j = 3 x 2e-1: Since a,_i,e-1 = -2, a,,[-1 = 0 and a2n-i,e = -2, it follows that osn,e = 0.
7. j E (3 x 2e-1 + 1,. . . , 2e -l}: Finally, in this case, 07L-i,e = a,,e-1 = asn-i,e = 0 and (3.3) implies azn,e = 0.
Next we deduce the form of asn+i,e by using (3.4) in a similar manner. Representing n as before, we distinguish among four cases:
1. j E (0,. . . ,2e-2 -l}: Since a,,e-1 = CLnn,e = 0, (3.4) implies CQn+i,e = 0.
2. j E (2e-2,. . . ,2e-1 -l}: Now a,,e_i = ozn,e = 2, therefore, azn+l,e = 2.
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4. j E (3 x 2e-2,. . . ,2e -1): In this last case, we have a,,e_r = ann,e = 0, thus, azn+r,e = 0.
Checking case by case, we deduce that the new values of azn,e and azn+l,e are in conformity with (3.5). This advances the inductive argument and thereby proves the theorem. I Our first conclusion is that the sequence {~~}~e~+ is uniformly bounded. Let T be a positive integer and n = f (4T -I) = z4k.
k=O
We set n = 22e+1m + j, whereby (3.7) yields T-l r-l j=c4"-c 4k=~(4e+1-1)~{22e,...,3~22e-1-l}.
k=O k=e+l
Consequently, (3.5) gives a,,se = -2 for all e > 1. Likewise, representing n = 22e+2m + j, we obtain from (3.7) that e j=~4kc~(4e+l_ 1) E { 22e,. . . ,22e+r -l} .
k=O
Hence, (3.5) implies an,ge+l = 2, e 2 0. We deduce that
= -1 -2 c (-p)e = -l ;;;2,2r.
e=r Thus, 1~1 being less than one, it follows that
Similar calculation, which is left as an exercise to the reader, affirms that
1-P
Jimm y(2/3) (4~-1) = lf.
We denote by Ap the w-limit set of {Y~}~_+, which can be equivalently defined as the set of all accumulation points of the sequence. It is a consequence of our analysis that Letting 2T -1 = 2e+1m + j, j E { 0, 1, . . . , 2e+1 -l}, (3.5) and (3.7) give 1. T E (0,. . . ,e -1): m = 0, j = 2' -1, hence, azr-l,e = 0.
-IPI
2. r = e: Now m = 0, j = 2e -1, therefore, US',~ = 2.
3. T >_ e + 1: Hence, j = 2e+1 (2T-m-1 -m) -1 = 2e+1 -1, consequently, a2r,e = 0.
The identity (3.8) follows, since a2"_1,0 = -1.
Next we claim that yzr = 1 -2jz + 2$.fl, r=l,2,....
The definition (3.1) reduces to (3.9)
y2' = -y27-1+&-1-l +y*7-1)
and, because of (3.8), we can prove (3.9) at once by induction. Letting T -+ 00 in (3.8) and (3.9), we derive the statement of the proposition. I LEMMA 2. {Y~},~~+ CA,.
PROOF. Given n E Z+, we wish to prove that there exists a sequence {mlc}kEZ+ of distinct indices in iz+ such that limk,, ymk = yn. We set mk := n + 2"+l. The first conclusion is that the mk's form an ascending, hence, pairwise distinct, sequence. Moreover, provided that k is large enough, binary expansions of n and mk differ only in their kth digit (which is 0 for n and 1 for mk). Thus, it follows from Theorem 2 that a,,,e = a,,e, C = 0, 1, . . . , k -1, and Since 1~1 < 1, it follows that limk,, Iyn -yms 1 = 0, as required. I
The attractor A, of the difference equation (3.1)-(3.2) contains an infinite number Moreover, there exists a countable number of distinct elements of AP in every THEOREM 3. of elements. nontrivial neighbourhood of every element of A,.
PROOF. It is a consequence of the method of proof of Lemma 2 that each y,, E A, can be approached, by a countable sequence of distinct members of A,. This can be extended to the whole of I$ since each element of this set is an accumulation point of {Y~},~~+. Hence, the proof. I The last theorem goes some way toward explaining Figure 1 , but it does not account for the evidence for fractal structure of A, when p E @ \ IK. This will be the subject of Section 4.
Considered as a point set, A, can be anything between a single point, A0 = (1) (except that the A, is at least countable if p # 0), and a continuum. To demonstrate the latter, we now derive explicitly Al/z.
We commence by demonstrating that To this end, we let It follows at once from yzn+i = -7~2~ + gn that ,& = cy,, whereas a substitution in yan = -yn-1 + (l/2) (yy,-i + yn) yields a, = (u,_i. Since ya = 1, it is true that era = 0, and it follows by induction that on,Pn = 0. This proves (3.10) and (3.11).
Given r 2 1 and s E (0, 1, . . . ,2' -l}, we represent y~~+~ = (l/2) (2d,, -1) and let b" := (6,s :s=0,1,..., 2'-1).
PROPOSITION 3. It is true that II,={-2'-l+k: k=O,l,..., 2'). I PROOF. As a consequence of (3.12), the sets {y,}~~~~' and {2-'k : k odd, lkj < 2,-l} coincide.
As T -+ 03, the latter becomes dense in [0, 11. I
Neither ho nor Ai/2 are characteristic of general 1~1 < 1. Figure 3 displays A(s/s)i, which is unmistakably a Cartesian product of Cantor sets. This appears to be the general pattern.
THE FRACTAL STRUCTURE OF THE ATTRACTOR
Our point of departure in the present section is the difference equation
Here Q, fi,p, X E Cc, and we note that letting a: = 1, ,LI = l/2 and replacing p with 2~ results in (1.1).
We solve (4.1)-(4.2) for (a + P -l)pyn and (o + P -l)py,+r, and this yields
We shift the index (n + 1) ---f n in the second equation and equate it with the first. The outcome is the five-term recurrence relation
(1 -P)Xy2n-2 = 0. (4.3)
Note that (4.3), with appropriate initial conditions, is insufficient for the derivation of { yn},eZ+, since we can recur it only for even indices.
In line with Section 3, we set X = -1, whereby (4.3) can be written in the form
Thus, evaluating the bottom line in a closed form, we derive the identity
We next write (4.1)-(4.2) and (4.3) as a linear system in the unknowns yzn, ysn+r, yzn+2,
Solving the linear equations yields the recurrence This, in turn, is equivalent to the following complex dynamical system. Letting yo = 1, we iterate in the nth step, n = 1,2,. . ., either ji or j2, with equal probability [7] . Its attractor is a special instance of a probabilistic mixture of Julia sets, which has been analysed extensively by M. Barnsley and his collaborators (cf., e.g., [7] ), and it is known to possess (except for few degenerate values of p) a fractional Hausdorff dimension. Similar approach can be extended to Q = 1. We mention in passing that (4.7)-(4.8) can be exploited to derive a bound on 1~~1 which is superior to (3.6). Let n = 2m-1 + l, e E (0, 1, . . . ,2"-' -l}. Then (4.7)-(4.8) implies
IYlnl I IPI IY[n/2]l + 11 -PI7 and easy induction affirms that IYlnl L IPlrn + 11 -Plq$ = I1 -PI -l/P (11 -PI + IPI -1) 1 -I4
Since, by the triangle inequality, 1 5 11 -~1 + 1~1, we deduce that
Iy n 1 5 I1 -4
-IPI'
n=O,l,....
Finally, we concern ourselves with the question whether linear transformations of {Y~},~~+ can be made to fit into the framework of this section even if the original sequence fails to do so. To this end, we consider, instead of (4.5)-(4.6), the difference equation (4.10)
